
 

 

 

 

 

 

Key indicator – 2.1.2Percentage of seats filled against reserved categories (SC, ST, OBC etc.) 

as per applicable reservation policy for the first year admission during the last five years 

 

 
NAAC DVV CLARIFICATIONS 

METRIC NO Particulars 
2.1.2.1 Number of actual students admitted from the 

reserved categories year wise during last five 
years (Exclusive of supernumerary seats) 

 

 

2.1.2.1. Number of actual students admitted from the reserved categories year wise during last five 
years (Exclusive of supernumerary seats) 

 

HEI Input 

2022-23 2021-22 2020-21 2019-20 2018-19 

232 307 373 464 363 

 

2.1.2.2. Number of seats earmarked for reserved category as per GOI/ State Govt rule year wise 
during the last five years 

 

HEI Input : 

202223 202122 202021 201920 201819 

375 455 455 430 425 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

Findings of DVV Response of HEI * 
1.HEI is requested to Kindly note that number of 

student admitted (total as well as category ) should 
not be more than the number of seats earmarked. so 

please check and provide data accordingly , in present 
case it is more so please considered those in general 

category and provide revised data. 
 

Checked and revised data is provided 

2.Please provide yearwise final admission list of 
students (first year admission) indicating their 

category published by the HEI and signed by the 
principal to be provided for the last five years ,except 

general category ,which should be countable. 
 

Year wise final admission list of students (first 
year admission) indicating their category 
published by the HEI and signed by the 

principal is provided 

3.Please provide copy of letter issued by state govt. 
or Central Government indicating the reserved 

categories(WITH HIGHLIGHTING ) to be considered as 
per the state rule. 

copy of letter issued by state govt. or 
Central Government indicating the 

reserved categories(WITH HIGHLIGHTING 
) to be considered as per the state rule is 

provided 

4.Please provide number of seats year wise 
earmarked for the reserved categories for the last 

five year. 

Number of seats year wise earmarked for the 
reserved categories for the last five year is 

provided 

5.Please provide admission extract submitted to the 
state OBC, SC and ST cell every year of the students 
(first year admission) with seal and signature of the 

principal. 

Admission extract submitted to the state 
OBC, SC and ST cell every year of the 

students (first year admission) with seal and 
signature of the principal is provided 

6.Kindly note that the data for the metric id 2.1.2.2 
should be (according to the state reservation policy). 

HEI ensured that data for the metric id 
2.1.2.2  was according to the state 

reservation policy 

7.kindly provide year wise list of programs running in 
the college during the assessment period affiliated by 

the university. 
 

Year wise list of programs running in the 
college during the assessment period 
affiliated by the university is provided 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

LIST OF DOCUMENTS UPLOADED 

S,No Particulars of Uploaded Documents Link 

1 Revised Data View 

2 Year wise final admission list of students View 

3 copy of letter issued by state govt. or Central 
Government indicating the reserved categories 

View 

4 Number of seats year wise earmarked for the reserved 
categories 

View 

5 Admission extract submitted to the state View 

6 Year wise list of programs running in the college View 

 

https://aditya.ac.in/adcrjy/assets/naac/DVV/METRICS/2.1.2/1.pdf
https://aditya.ac.in/adcrjy/assets/naac/DVV/METRICS/2.1.2/2.pdf
https://aditya.ac.in/adcrjy/assets/naac/DVV/METRICS/2.1.2/3.pdf
https://aditya.ac.in/adcrjy/assets/naac/DVV/METRICS/2.1.2/4.pdf
https://aditya.ac.in/adcrjy/assets/naac/DVV/METRICS/2.1.2/5.pdf
https://aditya.ac.in/adcrjy/assets/naac/DVV/METRICS/2.1.2/6.pdf

